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Marine Applications

Everybody says “we’re not just a supplier-we’re a 
partner!” But do they really mean it? How many of them
will research your business needs? How many will
develop a product around those needs?

Murphy will.

Our instrumentation and engine monitors lead the way
in translating engine health statistics and diagnostic
codes. And our most recent products are a direct
response to the needs of the Marine market, with “plug
and go” compatibility that radically simplifies integration.

Our HelmViewTM is a next-generation monitor with extra
diagnostic details, engine troubleshooting, GPS navegation,
NMEA compatibility, rich color graphics – all combined
into a bright, simple-to-read color display.

If you are a high-volume customer with specific needs,
we can also develop your ideas into a real-world product.
With our product development process, we will:

● Begin in-depth marketing discussions about your
customer needs

● Calculate engineering specs, costs and feasibility

● Create drawings, tooling and hardware to deliver a
prototype

● Engineer an optomized manufacturing process to
build it as efficiently as possible.

We combine our long history of engine instrumentation
with high quality standards and strict field testing – all to
deliver durable equipment fit to your exact needs. 
We have 65 years of experience, and it all goes into
your equipment.

Ready To Innovate?

Ready for a
Serious Working
Relationship?



Then Murphy’s Ready For You!

Your industry is going
through radical changes.
Tighter emission standards.
Conversions to 
electronic engines. You have
a new dependence on engi-
neers and other technology
experts that you didn’t need
before. FW Murphy is here

to make it easier. 

Our products and services cover your newer electron-

You work with several different OEMs. Each manufacturer
offers instrumentation to fit their engine, but good luck
finding consistincy from one brand to the next. Rather
than customize your dash to match a certain brand of
engine, you can standardize your panels with Murphy. 

Murphy’s instrumentation is designed to work with all major
OEMs. We break down all those artificial barriers, and let
you create a single design that fits any engine. We also 
provide flexible engine monitors that do the work of several
instruments and streamline your dash designs

Our PowerViewTM, EZdrive and HelmView products are
perfect examples. They monitor electronic engines, provide
constant diagnostics and even translate fault codes into
plain text the instant they occur. They are all compatible
with J1939 and NMEA and all offer a choice of four 
operating languages.

You can replace a lot of equipment with a single unit. 
You can also tie together your engine options under a 
single consistent interface. That creates more efficiency for
your business, and puts you back in control.

Ready to Stop 
Shopping
Around?





■ Streamlined Instruments.

■ Detailed Customization.

■ Latest Innovations.

Murphy Marine Products and Services



Designing boats is a fast-moving business. Your customers demand the latest looks

and newest innovations. But you can’t forget about dependability, durability and 

genuine quality. If you can’t provide the next big thing, your competition will.

Murphy is the one place to go for top-quality instrumentation that fully completes your

dash designs. We deliver innovative components and panels that are compatible with

all major OEMs. We also provide the tightest integration of multiple devices and

engine information into a single friendly view.

We are also experts in electronic engine instrumentation and CAN protocols. 

That makes us an invaluable partner as you transition from mechanical to electronic

engines, and integrate more NMEA devices and auxiliary units into a single display

Whatever direction you need to go stay ahead. Murphy can help get you there. 

Ready for 
Your Next 
BIG
Innovation?

www.fwmurphy.com



www.fwmurphy.com

For more information about
Murphy’s full-service solutions
to all your Marine Control
Application needs, contact our
Industrial Panel Division at
(918) 317-4100

INDUSTRIAL PANEL DIVISION

P.O. Box 470248
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74147 USA 
+1 918 317 4100  
fax +1 918 317 4124  
e-mail ipdsales@fwmurphy.com

EUROPEAN OFFICES
UK: Church Rd.; Laverstock, Salisbury SP1 1QZ; U.K.
+44 1722 410055  fax +44 1722 410088  
e-mail sales@fwmurphy.co.uk
www.fwmurphy.co.uk

Germany: +49 6174.293.9822
e-mail cschutte@fwmurphy,com

In order to consistently bring you the highest quality, full featured products, we reserve
the right to change our specifications and designs at any time.
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